I. **Convening of the Meeting** – Ellen Thomas, President

II. **Approval of Minutes of the Faculty Senate Meeting on May 5th**

III. **Report of the Faculty Senate President**
   a. **Updates**

IV. **Motion to update wording on section 7.1.3.5 of the Faculty Handbook (Ellen Thomas)**

V. **Motion to update additional title changes passed December 12th (Ellen Thomas)**

VI. **CGE Report (Sotiri Ziavras)**
   - Program Change (CS) – MS in Cyber Security and Privacy
   - Program Change (CS) – MS in Computer Science
   - Program Change (CS) – MS in Software Engineering
   - Program Change (CS) – MS in Computing and Business
   - Program Change (CS) – MS in Data Science
   - Program Change (CS) – MS in Bioinformatics
   - Program Change (HCAD)– Master of Architecture (MAR)

VII. **Pandemic Recovery Plan - PRP (Fadi Deek, Andrew Christ, Ed Bishof)**

VIII. **Provost Fellowships (Horacio Rotstein)**

IX. **New business**